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One thing IT professionals believe about open source software: It provides more opportunity for

innovation than commercial or proprietary software. Most organizations contend that open source

spurs more opportunities for technical innovation with a significant majority endorsing it because it

encourages business innovation. Linux and open source also present specific challenges. When

and how should your organization adopt Linux? How many distributions and platforms should your

company support? How will you perform software support? How will you package and deploy

software? How will you manage and secure Linux? Paradigm Shift is devoted to IT executives,

technology decision-makers and project managers who could benefit from a crash course on Linux

and open source adoption. Written for those in charge of planning and implementing strategies and

infrastructure projects, the Seven Keys presented in this book provide practical information and

recommendations in non-technical terms to enable readers to quickly understand the principles

behind Linux-based computing as well as mitigate the challenges it presents. This book provides a

pragmatic approach for determining if migrating to Linux is best for your organization. If after going

through the first four Keys you determine that your organization would greatly benefit from Linux and

open source, this book provides you with the necessary information and processes to ensure

project success. The last three Keys provide a primer on getting your project on track, putting the

necessary processes in place and rolling out your new application computing environment.

Paradigm Shift answers the questions surrounding Linux as a legitimate business and technical

computing platform. After reading this book, youâ€™ll be well positioned to make a balanced

assessment of the impact of Linux and open source for your organization. By studying

technologyâ€™s current realities and anticipating its future shape, Paradigm Shift provides

organizations with the necessary balance between tactical decision making and strategic planning.
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In his book Paradigm Shift, Mark Teter shows corporate executives and IT Directors how to assess

their companies and judge whether or not Linux is right for them. He starts the book off with a

general road map of Linux, where it has been and where it is heading. Mark believes that most, if

not all companies can take advantage of Linux and the Open Source community to gain a

competitive advantage over their competitors.It is clear that Linux has matured and come a long

way since its inception. Under the right circumstances, I would have to agree with Mark that a

company could simplify their environment and reduce their TCO by switching to Linux. Granted, this

switch is not for the faint of heart. If you are coming from a UNIX environment, the switch should be

fairly easy. However, if you are attempting to migrate from a Windows environment, it may be a

longer road to a full switch. This is where Mark's Seven Keys take hold.The Seven Keys give you a

standard process that will help guide you to a successful migration. These Keys are critical to any IT

project but they are especially prudent when making a switch in operating systems. Following these

keys from Identifying Business Objectives all the way through to Practicing Process Improvement

will ease the transition, but Mark is very honest and speaks truth to potential failures.

If you're considering expanding the use of Linux in your organization, this is a must read. Mr. Teter

succinctly and accurately notes the pro's and con's of moving into an open-source Linux

environment. Using his book as a roadmap saved our company time, pain, and money.
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